
SR-IV
SR-IV IR
(Superseded by SR-4000 and SR-4000-IR)

PRODUCT OVERVIEW:
·  Exclusive new iridium enhanced quartz 
halogen element

· 4,000 watts of short wave infrared
· Speed curing time 60%-80% faster
· 4' x 4' coverage area
· Solid state programmable control
· Infrared sensor provides precise control
· Energy efficient
· UL listed

SPECIFICATIONS

These all new systems offer what may be the most 
important short wave curing advancement in decades. 
Only Infratech can offer this unique, highly efficient 
short wave infrared curing technology. With 4,000 
watts of power, the SRI-IV utilizes a solid state pro-
grammable control to give you powerful Iridium short 
wave portable infrared curing. Available in 120 and 
240 volts, with a coverage area of 4' x 4', this unit has 
a solid state programmable control with an electronic 
timer. Iridium enhanced quartz halogen element puts 

more energy into the work and less into visible light. The SR-IV IR has the same quality features as the SR-IV but 
includes an infrared sensor that allows the technician to select and maintain a predetermined surface temperature 
until the curing process is complete. Digital controls provide complete accuracy and are easy to set up and operate. 
Adjustable shock arm extends to over 7' high. Stand has locking casters and a narrow foot print for mobility. Equipped 
with a 25' power cord.

SHORT WAVE PORTABLE INFRARED EQUIPMENT

 PART NUMBER MODEL LENGTH WATTS VOLTS AMPS SHIPPING WEIGHT (LBS)

 17-1200 SR-IV 36" 4,000 240 - 1 PH 16.7 170

 17-1250 SR-IV-IR 36" 4,000 240 - 1 PH 16.7 170

 PART NUMBER MODEL

 17-1090 SRII-C100E

Need help? To order replacement elements for your 
Infratech heating system, please contact us via phone 
or visit the automotive section of our website.
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